EN

Degree of difficulty

Instruction PINBOARD

Instruction PINBOARD Size 50 x 60 cm

Materials from Gütermann
Sew-all thread in matching colours
Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,
collection BLOOMS:
QQ 1.30 m palm leaf pattern in white-green
QQ 0.20 m floral ornament pattern white-green

In addition
0.60 m volume fleece H630, 90 cm wide
1.30 m iron-on fabric lining G700,
90 cm wide
QQ Textile adhesive
QQ 2 screw hooks
QQ Screw hanger for the pinboard
QQ Plywood board, 60 x 50 cm, 7 mm thick
QQ Pattern paper

Tools
Sewing machine
Iron
QQ Scissors
QQ Pins
QQ Ruler
QQ Tape measure
QQ Staple gun with staples
QQ Handsaw
QQ Screwdriver
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Preparation
Draw a 20 cm x 16 cm rectangle for the triangles on the envelope pocket. Draw in the diagonals and cut out the resulting triangles.

Cutting
Flower ornament pattern: 4x triangles plus 1 cm seam allowance
(2 each, normal and mirrored)
QQ Palm leaf pattern: pinboard 124 cm x 66 cm (incl. 8 cm allowance)
QQ Fabric lining: pinboard 124 cm x 66 cm; 2x triangles plus 1 cm allowance
(normal and mirrored)
QQ Volume fleece: 60 cm x 70 cm
QQ

1. Draw the point on the pinboard onto the board using the pattern and cut

it using the handsaw. Sand the edges and the point. Lay the board onto the
volume fleece so that the fleece extends beyond it for 5 cm on the lower and
side edges. Draw the angled sides of the board onto the fleece with 5 cm allowance and cut. Apply adhesive to the edges of the fleece and fold them onto
the back of the board. Weigh these sections down until the adhesive dries.

2. Iron the lining fabric to the reverse of the pinboard fabric and the two

triangles for the envelope pocket. In order to do this, lay a damp cloth on
top and press the iron down in 12-second steps. Lay flat and leave to cool
for approx. 30 minutes. For the envelope pocket lay 2 triangles right sides
together (1 with lining, one without) and stitch along the edges, leaving a 5
cm slit along the lower edge to turn the piece inside out. Cut back the seam
allowances and cut them away at the corners at an angle. Iron the seam and
turn the triangle inside out. Form the edges well. Sew along the narrow side,
close to the edge. Process the second triangle in the same way. Slide the
triangles together to make the envelope and pin in place.

3. Mark the 8 cm allowances on the lower and side edges of the pinboard
fabric. Starting at the lowest point mark 24 cm and 8 times 8 cm. Fold the
fabric across with the wrong side together at the 24 cm mark to make the
edge of the 1st pocket inlet. Iron the fold and sew along it, close to the edge.
Make a fold across the fabric, 8 cm deep (lower edge of the pocket) and pin
the fabric together. Iron the lower edge in place. Iron the 2nd pocket inlet 8
cm away from the first and sew along it, close to the edge. Then pin and iron
a fold across the fabric again with a depth of 8 cm. Iron the 3rd pocket inlet
like the 2nd at a distance and depth of 8 cm and sew this. Pin or tack the
pockets onto one another.

4. Mark a diagonal line from the side corner points on the 3rd pocket inlet to
the centre top. Cut the fabric away along this diagonal.

5. Pin the envelope pocket onto the pinboard in accordance with the dimensions on the pattern. Sew it in place, close to the edges, along the vertical
and lower edges, thereby closing the slits on the lower edges. Sew vertical
separating seams over the pocket folds to make pockets parallel to the vertical
outside edges, 16 cm away from the outer edges or at any interval you prefer.

6. Lay the pinboard cover on the work surface with the right side facing
down. Then lay the board on top of it in the centre of the allowances. First
fold the opposite parallel sides onto the reverse and staple them down, followed by the lower edge. Then fold the point of the allowance down horizontally
and staple it in place. Fold the angled sides over this and staple all the fabric
edges in place. Fix two screw hooks into the front. Attach a hanger to the
back.
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